Application for the Seal of Biliteracy

Please turn in this application and payment, if necessary, by Thursday, January 11, 2018 to the World Language and ELL Department Chair in your high school.

Student Information

Student Name: ________________________________

Last

Grade: _____  ID#: ____________________________  First

Phone#: ____________________________

Email Address: ________________________________  DOB ____________________________

The Illinois State Board of Education has approved the voluntary adoption by public high schools of the Seal of Biliteracy for graduating seniors who demonstrate Intermediate-high or Advanced proficiency in English and an additional language.

Please indicate below for which approved proficiency assessments you intend to provide documentation:

Proof of English Proficiency

☐ AP Exam [4 or 5 score requirement]
☐ ACT [21 Reading/Writing score requirement]
☐ SAT [480 Reading/Writing score requirement]
☐ ACCESS [5 composite and 4.2 literacy score requirement]
☐ AAPPL English Exam [Intermediate-high or Advanced score requirement in listening, speaking, reading, and writing] $20

Proof of Additional Language Proficiency

☐ AP Exam [4 or 5 score requirement]
☐ AAPPL [Intermediate-high or Advanced score requirement]
  ☐ Online AAPPL Arabic (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
  ☐ Online AAPPL Chinese (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
  ☐ Online AAPPL French (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
  ☐ Online AAPPL German (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
  ☐ Online AAPPL Portuguese (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
  ☐ Online AAPPL Russian (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
  ☐ Online AAPPL Spanish (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) $20
Please turn in this application and payment by: Thursday, January 11, 2018 to the World Languages and ELL Department Chair in your high school.